Clustering of post-diarrheal (Shiga toxin-mediated) hemolytic uremic syndrome in families.
1. To study the epidemiological and clinical features of Shiga toxin (Stx)-mediated (post-diarrheal) hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) occurring in more than 1 family member. 2. To compare familial with non-familial episodes, and concurrent familial with non-concurrent familial cases. 3. To determine the likelihood of Stx HUS occurring in a second family member. A retrospective review from January 1970 through September 2001 of families in whom Stx HUS occurred in more than 1 family member was conducted using a computerized HUS registry. It contains information on 373 episodes that occurred in 356 families from Utah and neighboring states. Cases were categorized as being either concurrent (i.e., occurring within a month of one another) or non-concurrent, and the study was limited to those with typical (post-diarrheal) episodes. HUS occurred in 2 or more family members in 17 (4.8%) of the families in our registry. In 12 (3.4%) of these families episodes occurred with days to weeks of each other; in 5 families (1.4%) episodes were separated by intervals of several years. There were no statistically significant differences in demographic, seasonal, laboratory, clinical, or outcome variables between familial subsets (concurrent versus non-concurrent) or between familial and non-familial cases. When a child is diagnosed with D+ HUS, there is an increased risk that a second family member will also develop HUS; most often within days to weeks (i.e., within a month), but in some cases episodes may be separated by intervals of years. Non-concurrent cases suggest common environmental risk factors, or perhaps a genetic predisposition. Concurrent cases suggest a common source of infection or person-to-person transmission; a genetic predisposition cannot be excluded. These observations suggest that siblings of an index case who develop diarrhea should be kept under close surveillance.